The Myth

Ancient Greek myths tend to have several versions. As oral traditions, they circulated for hundreds of years in multiple versions. At certain junctures in history they were written down in a form that served the beliefs and values of a particular culture. What follows is one version of the myth of Orestes.

To appease the goddess Artemis and bring wind to the sails of the Greek forces, Agamemnon sacrificed his daughter Iphigenia at Aulis. While the Greeks were off to Troy to rescue Helen, whom Paris had stolen from Menelaus (Agamemnon’s brother), Clytemnestra ruled Argos and fostered a resentment toward her husband. Upon Agamemnon’s return ten years later, she killed him and his slave, lover Cassandra, the Trojan princess and prophetess of Apollo. Clytemnestra’s lover and Agamemnon’s cousin, Aegisthus, also took part in the murder, as he was determined to avenge the killing of his brothers by his uncle Ares. Seven years later, Orestes returned home from exile, determined to avenge his father’s death through a mission from Apollo. He reunited with his sister Electra, and together they killed Aegisthus and their mother. The ghost of Clytemnestra summoned ancient goddesses, the Furies, to avenge her death. They pursued Orestes to the temple of Apollo. Unable to help, he sent him to his sister Athena, who convened a court to settle the matter. Orestes was acquitted and the Furies were transformed by Athena into Eumenides, caretakers of the Athenians.

Aeschylus presented his version of this myth to Athens in 458 B.C. through a trilogy of plays, collectively named the Oresteia.

The Project

The text for this project derives from a combination of various translations and adaptations of Aeschylus’, Esopides’ and Sophocles’ plays, including Charles Mee’s adaptation of Agamemnon, political speeches, anarchist propaganda, the Bible, original writing, and actor-generated material. The Oresteia was work-shopped last summer and continued as a theatrical experiment this quarter. It is a work in progress, in flux, arrested at a given point in time to share with an audience. As such, it is unfinished, but we look forward to the completion you imagination can provide.
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AGAMEMNON
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